
PRODUCED IN BOULDER, COLORADO
Available in Medium Roast & Dark Roast profiles

THE COFFEE BEANS INFUSED FOR WILLIE’S REMEDY medium 

and dark roast blends are sourced from a handful of smallholder coffee 

producers working in some of the world’s most ideal coffee producing 

regions, including Central America, South America, and Indonesia, at 

elevations ranging from 1200– 1900 MASL where the coffee beans grow 

more slowly and have more time to develop complex sugars and flavors.

EACH FARM IS SELECTED BASED ON THEIR FARM PRACTICES – 

we look for farms that are focusing on environmental, social and economic 

sustainability. The coffees are expertly roasted to a profile that 

complements the coffee's intrinsic flavors and characteristics on 

a vintage Gothot coffee roaster. 

THE HEMP, used to infuse the roasted Willie’s Remedy whole coffee 

beans, is a full- spectrum extract grown on a USDA certified organic farm in 

Northern Colorado. Like its close cousin hops, different hemp varietals have 

different flavor notes. We choose hemp strains carefully to complement the 

flavors and aromas of the coffee to create complex and balanced flavor 

profiles that enhance the coffee experience.

WILLIE’S REMEDY COFFEE BLEND

HEMP DERIVED CANNABIS PRODUCTS
TO SUPPLEMENT A LEGENDARY

LIFE WELL-LIVED

“WHEN I STARTED COUNTING 
MY BLESSINGS, MY WHOLE LIFE 

TURNED AROUND.”
–WILLIE NELSON

WILLIESREMEDY.COM @WILLIESREMEDY
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